The Berkshire Botanical Garden
GREAT HOUSES & GARDENS OF DENMARK
June 16-24, 2019
Arranged by Classical Excursions

Fredensborg Castle & Gardens

Join us on this exclusive tour Great Houses & Gardens of Denmark expertly arranged
by Lani Summerville of Classical Excursions. The country is the southernmost and
therefore, the most continental of the Scandinavian countries. Greatly varied with wide
fields, moors and forests. Denmark also has a beautiful coastline and over 480 islands.
From picturesque villages with colorful half-timbered houses, to majestic castles, manor
houses and Viking ruins and, of course, the bold Danish Modern movement, Denmark
is a destination not to be missed.
This seven-day tour will introduce you to the finest historical properties in Denmark
including 18th century manor houses, royal residences, gardens and exceptional
museums.
Much like neighboring Sweden, Denmark flourished artistically during the 18th century
experiencing a Golden Age within the world of art, architecture, decorative arts and
garden design.

Discover both the Classical Copenhagen, at its peak during the 18th century with
contributions by such architects as C.F. Hansen’s Christenborg Palace and Gottlieb
Bindesboll’s Thorvaldsen Museum along side the equally as charming Danish
countryside.

The Queens’ private gardens at Fredensborg
Tour Highlights:
A stay on the island of Funen at the glorious Hindsgavl castle, now operating as a historic hotel.
A stay in Central Copenhagen at a lovely four-star hotel.
A private tour of the magical 18th-century manor house, Liselund. This small thatched roof palace is set
in the fairytale like atmosphere of a picturesque park on a lake and contains amazing late 18th century
interiors.
A very special visit to the private royal garden and Orangerie at the Queen’s residence, Fredensborg
Castle. This is the grandest royal garden in all of Denmark.
A tour of the privately owned Ledreborg mansion and gardens designed in 1742 in the Rococo style.
A luncheon and tour at Sanderumgard dating from 1790, with the owner Susanne Vind. Sanderumgard
gardens consist of extensive English gardens and parkland.
A visit and lunch with the owners of Gisselfeld Park castle and garden
The beautiful 18th century Glorup manor with its gardens.
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This is only a partial listing.
Limited spaces available. Please contact Lani@classicalexcursions.com to register 413-446-8728
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